Cognitive deficits are associated with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), but whether such deficits reflect sequelae or risk factors is not fully resolved.
Main Outcome Measures:
Armed Forces Qualification Test (of cognitive ability) percentile scores and PTSD diagnosed by means of structured interviews.
Results : We found a significant dose-response relationship between preexposure cognitive ability and risk for PTSD. After controlling for confounders, the highest cognitive ability quartile had a 48% lower risk than the lowest ability quartile (PϽ.001). Non-PTSD-concordant pairs had the highest scores; PTSD-concordant pairs had the lowest scores; and PTSD-discordant pairs had intermediate scores. Differences in Armed Forces Qualification Test scores within twin pairs were significant only in PTSD-discordant pairs (P=.04) and were accounted for specifically by the discordant dizygotic pairs (P=.002). Genetic influences on preexposure cognitive ability explained 5% of the variation in PTSD, but 100% of that relationship was explained by common genes.
Conclusions:
Preexposure cognitive ability is a risk or a protective factor for PTSD. The variance in PTSD explained by preexposure cognitive ability is accounted for entirely by common genetic factors. Lower cognitive ability may be a marker of less adaptive coping against adverse mental health consequences of exposure to potentially traumatic events. Further study of the potential mechanisms through which cognitive ability confers risk is needed. Psychiatry. 2007; 64: [361] [362] [363] [364] [365] [366] [367] [368] P OSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORder (PTSD) is a frequent consequence of war or disaster. Estimates from the current Iraq war indicate that as many as 30% of combat veterans have significant mental health problems, including PTSD, thus making it a serious public health issue. 1 Even if this figure is an overestimate owing to its reliance on self-report measures, the data still strongly suggest that PTSD is a serious public health issue. Cognitive deficits have been frequently observed in PTSD, but this relationship has almost always been based on studies that have assessed cognition after PTSD has developed. [2] [3] [4] [5] For the most part, cognitive deficits have been assumed to be consequences or sequelae of the disorder, but lower cognitive ability might be an indicator of increased risk for PTSD as well. 6 There have been several longitudinal studies of premorbid cognitive ability in psychiatric illness; most of them have examined schizophrenia, whereas a few have examined mood disorders. As reviewed by Zammit et al, 7 these studies provide generally consistent evidence that lower premorbid cognitive ability is associated with a greater risk for schizophrenia, whereas the evidence has been mixed for mood disorders. Premorbid cognitive ability in PTSD has been far less well studied.
Arch Gen
We are aware of 3 reports in which preexposure cognitive ability has been assessed, each of which contained several methodological limitations. Two studies-which had relatively small sample sizes-found that lower precombat cognitive ability scores in Vietnam veterans were associated with a greater likelihood of developing PTSD. 8, 9 As noted by the authors, the first 8 did not control for the level of combat exposure, which could by itself account for the increased risk of PTSD, and neither used representative case or control samples. 8, 9 In the more recent study by Macklin et al, 9 the comparison group of veterans without PTSD had cognitive ability scores approximately 1 SD above average. Age and education at entry into the military and childhood socioeconomic status tend to be associated with cognitive ability and risk for PTSD, 10, 11 but these previous studies were also unable to control for those variables.
An Israeli study that used an epidemiological sample also found that individuals who developed PTSD had lower premorbid intellectual ability than those who did not; however, there was no control for exposure to combat in that study, and control participants were not necessarily exposed to trauma at all. 12 Also, clinicalrather than research-interview-based-diagnoses were used in that study, 12 and the diagnoses were based on DSM-III-R criteria 13 for some individuals and DSM-IV criteria 14 for others. Use of these different DSM editions may be an important issue because the DSM-III-R stressor criterion is more stringent and results in a much lower lifetime prevalence of PTSD than does that of DSM-IV. Concerns have been raised about overclassification of people as trauma survivors on the basis of DSM-IV criteria. 15 A large and representative epidemiological sample in which such factors are taken into account is necessary to confirm lower preexposure cognitive ability as an indicator of risk for PTSD and to determine the strength of this effect. We addressed this issue through our examination of a large sample of male twins who served in the US military during the Vietnam era (1965) (1966) (1967) (1968) (1969) (1970) (1971) (1972) (1973) (1974) (1975) . We controlled for the following potential confounders: age and education at entry into the military, combat exposure, and parental education. Use of a co-twin-control design ensured maximal similarity of the groups being compared and enabled us to make inferences about the presence of genetic influences. For example, given lower preexposure cognitive ability as a risk factor for PTSD, we hypothesized that cognitive test scores in twins with PTSD would be lower than those of their traumaexposed co-twins without PTSD.
METHODS

PARTICIPANTS
The study was approved by the institutional review boards of the participating institutions, and all participants gave informed consent to participate. Participants were recruited from the Vietnam Era Twin Registry 16 as part of the Harvard Twin Study of Drug Abuse. 17 Efforts to contact all available registry members resulted in interviews of 8269 (80.3%) of 10 300 eligible men that were completed in 1992. Twins for the present report were drawn from the 3322 pairs in which both members participated. 17 Interviews were conducted by trained research assistants. Registry members are demographically representative of military personnel from that era. 18 Zygosity was determined on the basis of questionnaire and blood group methods, an approach that achieves approximately 95% accuracy compared with DNA analysis. 19 The racial/ethnic breakdown of the sample was 90.4% non-Hispanic white, 4.9% African American, 2.7% Hispanic, 1.3% Native American/Alaskan native, and 0.7% other. One third of the sample (33.3%) were high school graduates; 38.6% were college graduates; 92.6% were employed full-time; and 1.8% were employed part-time.
Participants were excluded from the present analyses if they (1) reported no history of exposure to a traumatic event (because, by definition, they could not be at risk for PTSD); (2) had missing or invalid cognitive ability scores; or (3) reported having experienced a traumatic event before military service (ie, before their cognitive testing). The remaining sample consisted of 1328 monozygotic (MZ) and 1058 dizygotic (DZ) twins; their demographic and clinical characteristics are shown in Table 1 .
MEASURES
Age and education at military induction were abstracted from the original military personnel file, including the DD4 and DA-20 forms. Trauma history was assessed using the Diagnostic Interview Schedule Version III-Revised. 20 Diagnoses were based on DSM-III-R criteria. The interview includes inquiries about the occurrence of a number of traumatic events. If a respondent endorses one of these events or another qualifying experience, the interviewer gathers information about age at exposure, age at the onset of symptoms, symptom type, and duration. Premilitary trauma history was recorded if a twin reported a traumatic event with an age of onset that preceded age of induction into the military. This information is collected on up to 3 traumatic events. Only a minority of registry twins reported more than 1 trauma and, of those, PTSD was almost always associated with the earliest trauma. Approximately 34.7% †Includes only trauma-exposed twins; 9.6% of the entire sample was diagnosed as having PTSD.
of those reporting trauma exposure cited combat as their worst trauma. A total of 3065 participants, consisting of 46.1% of the sample, reported exposure to 1 or more traumatic events, of whom 649 (21.2%) received lifetime diagnoses of PTSD. 21 Details of the interview procedure, types of traumatic events reported, and PTSD diagnostic data were reported previously. 10 Combat exposure was based on the number of reported combat experiences with distinct characteristics on the Combat Exposure Index. 22 Ratings on this scale were as follows: 0 (no Southeast Asia service); 1 (Southeast Asia service without combat exposure); 2 or 3 (low combat exposure); 4 to 6 (medium combat exposure); and 7 or higher (high combat exposure). Previous work has shown that the ordinal combat categories have good internal consistency (␣=0.86) and test-retest reliability (=0.84). 22 The preexposure cognitive ability measure was the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT), 23 a group-administered screening test used to determine whether draftees and enlistment applicants met the minimal standards for military service. These scores were obtained from the DD4 and DA-20 forms. The AFQT consisted of 100 multiple-choice items with the following 4 equal components: vocabulary, arithmetic, spatial visualization, and tool identification/understanding. Total raw scores were corrected for guessing and converted to percentile scores referenced to the male population who had been mobilized for military service during World War II. Separate scores for the 4 components are not available. Individuals scoring below the 10th percentile were excluded from the military; thus, the AFQT percentile scores in this sample range from 10 to 99. The AFQT was designed to measure military trainability rather than intelligence, but it does appear to be a highly g-loaded measure (ie, an index of general cognitive ability) that correlates well with traditional IQ measures. 24 After correcting for restriction of range, McGrevy et al 25 reported a correlation of 0.84 between scores on the AFQT and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale 26 in a sample that was demographically similar to the present sample. More recently, Orme et al 27 found that the correlation between the AFQT and the Multidimensional Assessment Battery (an intelligence measure very similar to the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale [r=0.91]) was 0.85 after correcting for restriction of range.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS Phenotypic Analysis of Preexposure Cognitive Ability and Risk for PTSD
We first conducted phenotypic analyses using logistic regression to test the relation of preexposure cognitive ability with the risk for PTSD before and after controlling for potential confounders. Twins were treated as singletons for this analysis, and the sandwich variance estimator was used to correct for nonindependence of data from twins in the same family. 28, 29 Participants were excluded from these phenotypic analyses if they (1) reported no history of exposure to a potentially traumatic event (because, by definition, they could not be at risk for PTSD; n=3678); (2) had missing or invalid cognitive ability scores (n=702); or (3) reported having experienced a potentially traumatic event before military service (ie, before their cognitive testing; n = 376). The remaining sample for phenotypic analyses consisted of 1328 monozygotic (MZ) and 1058 dizygotic (DZ) twins. The sample was divided into quartiles based on AFQT scores, and odds ratios (ORs) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated to indicate risk for PTSD relative to the reference group, which was the lowest-scoring AFQT quartile.
Cognitive Ability in Twin Pairs Concordant and Discordant for PTSD
Our second set of analyses examined risk for PTSD in twin pairs concordant and discordant for the disorder. Eligibility for this analysis was the same as for the previous analysis except that both members of a twin pair had to meet the criteria. The final sample consisted of 616 eligible twin pairs, including 43 pairs concordant for having PTSD, 185 pairs discordant for PTSD, and 383 pairs concordant for not having PTSD. If lower preexposure cognitive ability is a risk factor for PTSD (rather than a sequela of illness), then AFQT percentiles in discordant pairs should be lower in the twins with PTSD compared with their trauma-exposed co-twins without PTSD. The discordant cotwin-control comparison is particularly useful because cotwins are far more closely matched than other individuals. Between-pair comparisons should yield higher scores in non-PTSD-concordant pairs (where neither twin had PTSD) and lower scores in PTSD-concordant pairs. Neither of the concordant-pair groups should manifest significant within-pair differences. Given the clear directional hypothesis, we used 1-tailed matched-pairs t tests to assess within-pair differences. We then used ordinary least squares regression, controlling for confounders, to test the association between preexposure cognitive ability and risk for PTSD within and between twin pairs.
Genetic Influences on the Association Between PTSD and Preexposure Cognitive Ability
Our third set of analyses involved testing whether there were genetic influences underlying the association between PTSD and preexposure cognitive ability by adding a term for the interaction of zygosity and the within-pair effect to the regression model. If preexposure cognitive ability is more strongly associated with PTSD within PTSD-discordant DZ pairs than within PTSD-discordant MZ pairs (ie, a significant interaction is present), it suggests that genetic mediation is likely. This logic may not be readily apparent to someone who is unfamiliar with behavioral genetics. If any trait or association between traits is due to genes, then MZ twins cannot differ because they are genetically identical. Therefore, if the aforementioned association is genetically mediated, differences would have to be accounted for by DZ twin pairs, who share on average only 50% of their genes. The interaction being tested is, thus, one in which there is a significant difference within DZ pairs, but not within MZ pairs.
We then tested whether the association of cognitive ability with PTSD was accounted for by shared genetic etiology by using maximum likelihood estimation techniques to fit different structural equations to raw data. Structural equation models were fit in Mplus version 3.11 statistical software 30 (estimator, weighted least squares; parameterization, theta). The full sample of twin pairs (N=3322 pairs) was included in this analysis. Because exposure to a potentially traumatic event is a criterion for the diagnosis of PTSD, veterans who did not report trauma exposure were coded as missing. Participants were not excluded owing to missing data; Mplus uses full information maximum likelihood estimation to retain the complete sample size for each analysis.
We first computed correlations for MZ and DZ pairs to assess the cross-twin cross-trait correlations for the AFQT score and PTSD. In the univariate twin model, the variance for the AFQT score or PTSD is partitioned into the variance due to additive genetic (A), common environmental (C), and individualspecific environmental influences (E), including error (the ACE model). In the bivariate twin analysis, MZ and DZ correlations are compared across traits, ie, one twin's AFQT score is correlated with the co-twin's PTSD diagnosis. If the cross-trait twin correlations are greater for MZ than for DZ twins, this implies that genetic factors contribute to the phenotypic correlation between the 2 traits. A significant path from additive genetic influences (A) on the AFQT to PTSD indicates the extent to which genetic influences on the AFQT score also influence variation in PTSD. A significant path from shared environmental (C) influences on the AFQT score to PTSD indicates the extent to which shared environmental influences on the AFQT score also influence PTSD. A significant path from nonshared environmental influences (E) on the AFQT score to PTSD indicates the extent to which nonshared or unique environmental influences on the AFQT score also influence PTSD.
We assessed model fit via 3 fit statistics. When the models are nested (ie, identical with the exception of constraints that involve setting specific parameters to 0), the difference in fit between models can be tested by ⌬ 2 , using as its degrees of freedom the difference in degrees of freedom of the 2 models. If the ⌬ 2 is statistically nonsignificant, the more parsimonious nested submodel is selected because the test indicates that the model fit does not deteriorate with the additional constraints. The second model-selection statistic was the comparative fit index, for which values greater than 0.95 are indicative of good-fitting models. 31 The third model-selection statistic was the root mean square error of approximation, which is an index of the model discrepancy, per degree of freedom, from the observed covariance structure. 32 Values less than 0.05 indicate close fit, and values less than 0.08 indicate fair fit to the data. 33 
RESULTS
The demographic and clinical characteristics for participants included in the phenotypic analyses are shown in . Because selection criteria were based on exposure to a potentially traumatic event, included participants were more likely to have served in Southeast Asia, to have been exposed to combat, and to have been younger and have had less than a high school education on entry into the military (PϽ.001 for all). These comparisons strongly argue against any selection bias that would have influenced the results. Table 2 indicates that lower preexposure cognitive ability was significantly associated with increased risk of PTSD in a dose-response fashion. For example, the OR of 0.42 in the highest cognitive ability group indicates that individuals in this group are at 58% lower risk of developing PTSD compared with those in the lowest cognitive ability (reference) group. We then tested whether the cognitive ability-PTSD relation was attenuated after adjusting for confounders. Several potential confounders were associated with risk for PTSD, including combat exposure (OR, Table 2 , the strength of the association between cognitive ability and risk for PTSD remained similar after adjusting for confounders. Figure 1 illustrates the clear linear relationship between preexposure cognitive ability and PTSD prevalence.
PHENOTYPIC ANALYSIS OF PREEXPOSURE COGNITIVE ABILITY AND RISK FOR PTSD
1
COGNITIVE ABILITY IN TWIN PAIRS CONCORDANT AND DISCORDANT FOR PTSD
Members of discordant pairs differed significantly in preexposure cognitive ability; PTSD was associated with lower scores in twins with PTSD compared with their non-PTSD co-twins (t 185 =1.79; P=.04, 1-tailed test). Differences within both types of concordant pairs were nonsignificant (PϾ.43 for all). As seen in Figure 2 , the pattern of preexposure cognitive ability was such that it was also highest in non-PTSD-concordant pairs and lowest in PTSD-concordant pairs (described in the next paragraph). Results were similar if the AFQT score was stan- 
PϽ.001]).
In the ordinary least squares regression, the withinpair components test for the association between preexposure cognitive ability and PTSD diagnosis after controlling for between-pair confounders (eg, parental education). After controlling for confounders, both the between-pair (b=−4.96 [SE, 2.55; P=.05]) and the withinpair (b = −3.78 [SE, 1.71; P=.03]) effects were significant. For the between-pair effect, PTSD-concordant pairs had AFQT scores that averaged 4.96 percentile points lower than those of non-PTSD-concordant pairs; discordant pairs had AFQT scores that were 2.48 percentile points lower than those of non-PTSD-concordant pairs. Within-pair comparisons of PTSD-discordant twins showed that twins with PTSD had AFQT scores that averaged 3.87 percentile points lower than their co-twins without PTSD. The between-pair and within-pair effects were not significantly different from one another (Wald test, F 1,709 = 0.15 [P = .70]).
GENETIC INFLUENCES ON THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN PTSD AND PREEXPOSURE COGNITIVE ABILITY
There was a significant interaction of zygosity and the within-pair effect in the regression model (␤=10. Bivariate twin modeling was used to test whether the association between the AFQT score and PTSD was accounted for by a shared genetic etiology. The cross-twin cross-trait correlations were higher for MZ than for DZ twins (MZ, −0.13 and −0.17; DZ, −0.09 and 0.01), suggesting a role for genetic influences in the AFQT score-PTSD relation. Model fit did not deteriorate significantly if the shared environmental pathway specific to PTSD and the shared and nonshared environmental pathways from the AFQT score to PTSD were fixed to zero (⌬ 2 2 =1.05 [P=.59]). However, model fit deteriorated significantly if additive genetic influences on the AFQT score were hypothesized to have no effect on variance in PTSD (⌬ 2 1 =31.82 [PϽ.001]). Therefore, the bivariate model that provided the best fit to the data consisted of the ACE model for the AFQT score, the AE model for PTSD, and a significant genetic pathway from the AFQT score to PTSD. This model (Figure 4) provided an excellent fit to the data (comparative fit index, 1.00; root mean square error of approximation, 0.008; Figure 4 illustrates that for the best-fitting model the only path between the AFQT score and PTSD is that from genetic influences on the AFQT score to PTSD. This indicates that 100% of the AFQT score-PTSD relationship is explained by genetic influences common to both phenotypes. When parameter estimates were standardized and calculated as proportions of the variance, genetic influences on the AFQT score accounted for 5% of the variance in PTSD. The remaining variance in PTSD was accounted for by genetic (26%) and nonshared environmental (69%) influences unique to PTSD.
COMMENT
Our results indicate that preexposure cognitive ability is associated with an increased risk for PTSD in a doseresponse fashion in both between-twin and within-pair analyses. After controlling for confounders, the ORs indicated that, compared with the lowest-scoring AFQT group, the risk of developing PTSD was reduced from 13% to 31% to 48% in successively higher-scoring AFQT groups ( Table 2 and Figure 1 ). Given the significant interaction indicating that the within-pair effect of PTSD differed by zygosity (Figure 3) , our findings are consistent with the notion that the association between preexposure cognitive ability and the risk for PTSD reflects some underlying genetic influences. Genetic influences on cognitive ability explained about 5% of the variance in PTSD. The overall phenotypic correlation between AFQT scores and PTSD was −0.19, and our biometrical modeling ( Figure 4 ) indicated that this relationship was due entirely to common genetic influences.
It is a limitation of the study that our sample consisted primarily of white men; thus, we cannot be certain that the findings are generalizable to women and other racial/ethnic groups. The fact that only 35% of individuals reporting trauma exposure indicated combat as their worst trauma may be viewed as a limitation because it reduces sample homogeneity. However, the results for only those PTSD cases with combat exposure were essentially the same as the results for those who experienced other stressors (data available from the authors on request). Therefore, we see the inclusion of both combat exposure and other stressors as a strength in that it enhances generalizability. Other strengths may be noted as well. We studied a representative sample for which there is unlikely to have been any selection bias. This may be particularly important with regard to control subjects. In some previous studies, 12 controls had no mental illness, whereas in the present study controls did not undergo screening for any psychiatric diagnoses other than PTSD; this also enhances generalizability. The use of DSM-III-R criteria reduces false-positive PTSD diagnoses com- pared with using DSM-IV criteria. 15 Finally, the co-twincontrol method provides the most stringent possible matching between cases and controls.
Although there may also be some cognitive deficits that are sequelae of PTSD, our premorbid data confirm that lower preexposure cognitive ability is a risk indicator (and that higher preexposure cognitive ability is protective). The twin nature of the data strengthens this conclusion and suggests that genetic influences play a significant role in the relationship between risk for PTSD and preexposure cognitive ability. A postmorbid neuroimaging study of hippocampal volumes in a small subset of PTSDdiscordant twins from the Vietnam Era Twin Registry found not only that twins with PTSD had reduced volumes compared with their unaffected co-twins but also that unaffected co-twins still had reduced volumes compared with control twins. 36 Those results suggest that regional brain volume reductions were also indicators of increased risk for PTSD. It is not known, however, the extent to which the same or different genetic or environmental factors influence general cognitive ability and hippocampal volumes.
The specific mechanism by which higher cognitive ability confers a protective effect against PTSD remains unknown. Enhancing cognitive ability is exceedingly difficult; therefore, cognitive ability is unlikely to be an effective target of intervention for reducing the risk of PTSD. Research that elucidates the mechanism via which cognitive ability is associated with PTSD may help to inform intervention.
The personality trait of self-efficacy has been shown to mediate response to trauma in both prospective and retrospective studies. 37, 38 Although we are not aware of findings that directly address this issue, it seems likely that self-efficacy and general cognitive ability are at least modestly correlated; higher cognitive ability may tend to foster greater self-efficacy to the extent that cognitive ability fosters coping flexibility. Indeed, our findings may be consistent with that notion that higher cognitive ability is a marker of more adaptive coping mechanisms in the face of severe adversity. 39 However, regardless of cognitive ability, self-efficacy or mastery of trauma-related situations is amenable to training and development through a variety of approaches. 37 It is also possible that individuals with more cognitive resources are better able to translate their traumatic event into a narrative 40 and make meaning out of it. 41, 42 Developing programs that enhance meaning making or self-efficacy might be of substantial value for people such as military personnel and first responders to disasters who know in advance that they are going to be exposed to highly stressful experiences. On the other hand, it must be acknowledged that this discussion of potential intervention efforts is speculative. Low cognitive ability is a risk factor for other forms of psychopathology, including externalizing disorders, 7, 43 which in turn are associated with increased risk of developing PTSD. 44 Thus, the association between low cognitive ability and the risk of developing PTSD could be mediated by externalizing disorders. Before proceeding with actual intervention efforts, it will be important to gain a much more thorough understanding of the correlates of preexposure cognitive ability that might suggest strong links to the risk for or protection from PTSD. 
